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Abstract
Background: Superficial targets require the use of the lowest energies within
the available energy range in proton pencil-beam scanning (PBS) technique.
However, the lower efficiency of the energy selection system at these energies
and the requirement of a greater number of layers may represent disadvan-
tages for this approach. The alternative is to use a range shifter (RS) at nozzle
exit. However, one of the concerns of using this beamline element is that it
becomes an additional source of neutrons that could irradiate organs situated
far from the target.
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to assess the increase in neutron dose
due to the RS in proton PBS technique. Additionally, an analytical model for the
neutron production is tested.
Methods: Two clinical plans,designed to achieve identical target coverage,were
created for an anthropomorphic phantom. These plans consisted of a lateral
field delivering an absorbed dose of 60 Gy (RBE) to the target. One of the
plans employed the RS. The MCNP code was used to simulate the plans, eval-
uating the distribution of neutron dose equivalent (Hn) and the equivalent dose
in organ. In the plan with the RS plan, neutron production from both the patient
and the RS were assessed separately. Hn values were also fitted versus the
distance to field edge using a Gaussian function.
Results: Hn per prescription dose, in the plan using the RS, ranged between 1.4
and 3.7 mSv/Gy at the field edge,whereas doses at 40 cm from the edge ranged
from 9.9 to 32 μSv/Gy. These values are 1.2 to 10 times higher compared to
those obtained without the RS. Both this factor and the contribution of neutrons
originating from the RS increases with the distance from field edge. A triple-
Gaussian function was able to reproduce the equivalent dose in organs within
a factor of 2, although underestimating the values.
Conclusions: The dose deposited in the patient by the neutrons originating
from the RS predominantly affects areas away from the target (beyond approx-
imately 25 cm from field edge), resulting in a neutron dose equivalent of the
order of mSv. This indicates an overall low neutron contribution from the use of
RS in PBS.
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2 NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of proton pencil beam scanning (PBS) has
seen a rapid growth in recent years, replacing passive
scattering as the proton delivery technique in new facil-
ities. Its potential for sparing normal tissues resides in
the interaction properties of protons resulting in dose
deposition curves with a Bragg peak at the end of
the range. While this feature is intrinsically advanta-
geous for deep seated targets,superficial targets require
the use of the lowest energies within the available
energy range. For example, achieving a depth of 2 cm
in water would require an energy of approximately 47
MeV. However, current PBS systems present limitations
in their minimum deliverable energy.1 The energy selec-
tion system in fixed-energy production systems,such as
cyclotrons, exhibits a gradual reduction in efficiency as
energy decreases.2 For instance, the IBA system (Ion
Beam Applications, Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium) offers
an efficiency of the beam after the energy selection
system and beam transportation lower than 1.5% for
proton energies lower than 100 MeV.3 Moreover, at low
energies, the proton beams exhibit less range strag-
gling, and hence the Bragg peaks width decreases.4

As a result, more energy layers are required at shal-
lower depths compared to those deeper located to
cover a given target thickness.2,4 In turn, more energy
layers lead to longer treatment times, also increasing
the probability of intra-fractional movement and patient
discomfort.

It is therefore quite common for the treatment of
superficial targets to use a range shifter (RS), which is a
slab of material inserted into the beam path that acts as
a pre-absorber degrading the proton range in tissue and
accommodating a reasonably high initial beam energy,4

and also reducing the needed number of energy layers
to cover the target. Unfortunately, this advantage comes
at the cost of increasing the spot size and,consequently,
decreasing the dose conformality.3 This can be mitigated
by reducing the distance between the RS and the patient
surface, thus allowing a smaller possible spot size at
entrance. A small air gap also results in a better calcula-
tion accuracy of the treatment planning system (TPS).5

Nevertheless, the RS becomes an additional exter-
nal source of neutrons during the proton treatment,
increasing the out-of -field doses in proton patients,
especially when taking into account the high radio-
biological effectiveness of neutrons. Even though in
PBS the out-of -field neutron dose is relatively small,6

measurements in air and inside an anthropomorphic
phantom during irradiations with a RS showed that this
element could increase the production of neutrons by
a factor of around 2 or 3,7,8,9 while the overall neutron
production in PBS is lower than in passive scattering
delivery. Therefore, the evaluation of the contribution of
RS neutrons in the patient is warranted.

The position of the RS also plays a role in neutron
production. As discussed before, in terms of spot size,
it is preferable to choose a position as close as possi-
ble to the patient. However, studies in passive scatter
facilities have showed the decrease of organ doses by
increasing the air gap.10 A similar behavior is expected
in the case of the RS and, therefore, an optimal config-
uration in terms of proton dose distribution within the
target is unfavorable in terms of neutron production
and thus unwanted dose deposition in organs at risk.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the
impact of RS by comparing the distribution of neutron
dose equivalent inside a patient when the RS is used
for a relatively shallow brain target. This was achieved
through the use of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations which
allow to separate the contribution of neutrons coming
from the RS from the other dose depositions. General
purpose MC simulation is considered the gold standard
for evaluating stray doses,but it is impractical for routine
use in the clinic due to the simulation time. Therefore,
an additional aim of our study was to test a simpler
empirical analytical model for fast calculations.

2 METHODS

2.1 Treatment plans

Two clinical plans for proton PBS were created with the
clinical beam model at the Skandion Clinic (Uppsala,
Sweden) to treat a superficial target (3 cm depth, 131
cm3 PTV volume) located on the right side of the brain
of an anthropomorphic adult phantom (PBU-60, Kyoto
Kagaku, Kyoto, Japan). A CT scan of the phantom was
acquired and imported into the Eclipse TPS (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA) following the clinical
workflow. Each plan used one lateral proton beam
delivering 30 fractions of 1.82 Gy per fraction to the
target volume to a total of 60 Gy (RBE) assuming
an RBEproton = 1.1. The first plan, referred to as the
plan without RS (NRS plan), consisted of 21 energy
layers, ranging from 60 to 97 MeV. The second plan,
with the RS, consisted of 14 layers, from 93 to 124 MeV.
The RS used in thus study was made of Lexan with
a water equivalent thickness of 3.5 cm. The RS was
placed as close as possible to the patient, at 25.4 cm
from isocenter (located within the target). This setup
allowed us to assess the worst-case scenario in terms
of neutron exposure of the patient.

2.2 Monte Carlo simulations

The Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) code, version
6.211, was used to assess the neutron production. The
primary proton beam MC model was benchmarked
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NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER 3

against the Integral Depth Dose (IDD) curves and spot
sizes measured during commissioning at the Skandion
Clinic (Uppsala, Sweden).12 Additionally, spot sizes
measured during irradiations using RS were used to
fine-tune the model.

To simulate the treatment plans, in-house Octave
(GNU Octave version 6.4.0) scripts were created to
transform the phantom CT and the RTPLAN (both in
DICOM format) into the MCNP input format. The res-
olution of CT image (512×512×211) was reduced to
128×128×211 with a voxel size of 3.9×3.9×5 mm3

to ensure reasonable simulation times. Each voxel´s
density and material were defined according to a
stoichiometric calibration.13 Separate input files were
generated for each energy layer in the plan, each
containing the actual spatial distribution of the spots.

Neutron dose equivalent (Hn) in each voxel was
calculated using a method14 involving the convolution
of the neutron energy spectra, and the kerma (k)15

and radiation quality (Q) factors.16 This calculation was
implemented with a F4 tally together with the Dose
Energy (DE) and Dose Function (DE) cards.11 To calcu-
late the equivalent dose in organ from voxel values, the
delineated structures (from RSTRUCTURE DICOM file)
were used to identify the voxels representing each organ
and then,averaging the dose equivalent over all of them.

For the study of the RS plan, simulations of the entire
irradiation were performed, similar to the NRS plan.
However, in addition, the contribution of the patient and
the RS were assessed separately. To achieve this, two
phase spaces were created scoring the protons after
crossing the RS and the neutrons produced in the RS
using a Surface Source Write (SSW) card.11 Then,each
type of particle was simulated impinging on the phan-
tom in two different runs with the appropriate options
specified in a Surface Source Read (SSR).11

All simulations were conducted with a total source
proton number ranging between 1 and 3 × 109 to ensure
a suitable statistical uncertainty. However, proton dose
validation with measurements (see next section) and
comparison with TPS calculation were used as a more
accurate estimation of the uncertainty in the MC model.
In the case of neutrons, the uncertainty in neutron dose
equivalent is mainly influenced by the calculation pro-
cess based on the kerma approximation and the physics
models used in the MC code.17 Considering these facts,
the uncertainty in the neutron contribution was esti-
mated at approximately 20%,which is in line with similar
neutron dose determinations.

2.3 Validation of simulations

As the physical phantom for which the treatments were
planned does not have inserts for detectors, it was not
possible to validate the neutron production through
direct measurements within it. Therefore, a simpler

approach was employed for model validation with
irradiations performed on a slab phantom for both mea-
surement and simulation purposes. The setup involved
irradiating a solid water phantom (30 × 30 × 14 cm3)
with monoenergetic proton beams, with a field size of
10 × 10 cm2.These irradiations were carried out at three
different energies,with and without the RS (see values in
Table S1). Inside the phantom, a Roos ionization cham-
ber (Type 34001, PTW Freiburg GmbH) was positioned
at a depth of 2 cm (at the plateau region of the Bragg
Peak), at the isocenter of the proton field, to determine
the proton absorbed dose with an uncertainty of 2%.
Additionally, at a distance of 120 cm from the phantom,
on the treatment couch, a LB 6411 ambient neutron
monitor18 was placed to determine the neutron ambient
dose equivalent (H*(10)). The sensitive volume of the
neutron monitor was set at the same height as the treat-
ment isocenter. The measurements conducted using
the LB 6411 monitor have a 10% uncertainty in neu-
tron fields with energies up to 20 MeV. However, when
exposed to higher energies,to which the neutron monitor
is not sensitive, underestimations exceeding 50% have
been observed.19 To minimize the influence of high-
energy neutrons, the monitor’s position was chosen at
an angle of 90 degrees from the primary beam direction.
This positioning was shown to reduce the contribution
of high-energy neutrons to the measurements,19,20

being the underestimation of the order of 25%.19

The simulation of the irradiation conditions incorpo-
rates the walls of the facility to account for the neutron
scatter in the room, which is relevant for the response
of the LB neutron monitor. Proton absorbed dose in the
sensitive volume of the Roos chamber (0.35 cc) and
neutron spectra at the position of the sensitive volume
of the neutron monitor were scored.To calculate H*(10),
the neutron spectrum was convoluted with neutron mon-
itor response18 and the fluence to H*(10) conversion
coefficients from ICRP 74.21

Finally, the proton dose distributions from the brain
plans were compared to the distributions obtained by
the TPS to validate the accuracy of the modelling. A
3D gamma function was evaluated within the region
enclosed by the 5% isodose line, using a criterion of
5%/7.8 mm. The spatial criterion was determined by the
voxel size of the MC phantom used in the simulations
and therefore suitable for the simulated geometry.

2.4 Modelling neutron dose equivalent
per absorbed dose (Hn/D)

The analytical model for internal neutrons developed
by Gallagher and Taddei22 was tested with the Hn/D
distributions obtained from simulations. This model
relies on a double-Gaussian function with a total of 6
parameters, where a different set of parameters is used
for protons beams with an energy ≤ 160 MeV and with
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4 NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER

an energy > 160 MeV. The mathematical function is
represented as follows:

Hn

D
=

𝛼1√
2𝜋𝜎2

1

e
−

(r−𝜇1)2

2𝜋𝜎2
1 +

𝛼2√
2𝜋𝜎2

2

e
−

(r−𝜇2)2

2𝜋𝜎2
2 (1)

where αi, σi and μi are the fitting parameters and r, the
minimum distance of the voxel to the field edge (defined
as the 50% isodose surface inside the phantom). The
model was trained for the internal neutrons produced
during the intracranial irradiation of a 9-year-old girl,
using three proton beams, and tested against two
intracranial fields of a 10-year-old boy. The model is
purely empirical,not attempting to describe any physical
phenomenon and, therefore, although it was designed
for internal neutrons, its performance was also tested
with the data of the RS plan.

For model testing, the average Hn/D value over all
voxels at the same distance from the field edge was cal-
culated. This averaged value was then fitted versus the
distance using the model in Equation (1).After fitting, the
obtained function was used to calculate the Hn/D in each
voxel of the phantom.Subsequently, the equivalent dose
in organ was computed, as explained in Section 2.2.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Validation of MC model

The differences between experimental and calculated
absorbed doses are on average within 3%. However,
when it comes to the neutron quantity, the differences
are higher. H*(10) is notably dependent on the level of
detail used when modelling the treatment room. For this
study, only concrete walls were considered, although
other materials may also be present in reality. Despite
this, the differences between the measured and simu-
lated values are still below 20%. This is considered a
satisfactory result as in a comprehensive study focused
on the simulation of H*(10) in proton therapy facilities,
differences up to 50% were obtained.7 (See Table S1 for
the comparison of measured and calculated values of
proton absorbed dose and H*(10) during the validation
irradiations.)

3.2 Brain plans

Figure 1 illustrates the proton dose distribution of the
NRS and RS plans obtained by the TPS and the MC sim-
ulation. The MC simulation reproduced the relative dis-
tribution of the dose in the target area. Seventy percent
of the voxels passed the 3D gamma criterion for both
plans. The majority of voxels failing the criterion were

located in the gradient area around the target. Regard-
ing the absolute dose values, the TPS mean dose in the
CTV was 54.6 Gy, whereas the MC simulation yielded
a mean dose of 53.1 Gy for the NRS plan. With the
use of the RS, the TPS and MC mean doses in the
CTV were 54.2 and 51.3 Gy, respectively. Therefore, the
results demonstrate a difference of 3%−5% compared
to the TPS, indicating good agreement and suitable for
the subsequent analysis of the neutron production.

3.3 Neutron distributions

The distribution of Hn inside the phantom is depicted in
Figure 2 for both the NRS and RS plans at the depth
of isocenter. Higher values were observed around the
target area,and as the distance from this area increases,
Hn exhibited a fast decrease (note that plots are on a
logarithmic scale).As expected,the RS plan led to higher
doses, which is particularly noticeable in the thorax and
abdomen regions of the phantom, with a 4−6 increment
factor, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 depicts the maximum, minimum and mean
values of Hn/D as a function of distance. For the NRS
plan, Hn/D at the field edge ranged from 1.2 to 3.3
mSv/Gy. Farther, at approximately 40 cm from field
edge, doses were in the μSv/Gy range, in particular,
between 1.1 and 7.3 μSv/Gy. For the RS plan, the Hn/D
intervals were between 1.4 and 3.7 mSv/Gy at the field
edge, while at 40 cm from the edge, dose were in the
range of 9.9 to 32 μSv/Gy. The variation in Hn/D at a
fixed distance was influenced by the relative position
regarding the beam direction. In general, voxels situated
behind the target, in the forward direction of the proton
beam, received higher doses (see Figure S1). This
observation is attributed to the contribution of high-
energy neutrons, which are mainly forward directed and
less significant in lateral positions. As a result, not only
the doses were higher, but the decrease with distance
was less pronounced (as illustrated by Figure S1 in the
supplementary material). This explains the abrupt drop
in the maximum value at approximately 10 cm in both
plots in Figure 4. Since the target is located in the head
region, the size of the body behind the target is thinner
than 10 cm from field edge. Consequently, at greater
distances, there was no contribution of voxels in the
forward direction. This also influenced the shape of the
mean Hn/D curve. In contrast, the minimum Hn/D curve,
primarily defined by lateral voxels, exhibits a smoother
dependence.

For the RS plan, the contributions to Hn from neutrons
produced in the RS and those produced by the proton
beam impinging on the phantom were evaluated sep-
arately (see Figure S2). The results indicated a small
contribution to the dose from the neutrons originating in
the RS in the head, accounting to below 20%. The con-
tributions increased to about 40% to 60% in the upper
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NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER 5

F IGURE 1 Proton absorbed dose distribution for the NRS (a) and RS (b) plans. Distribution obtained by TPS on the left and by MC on the
right. Coronal, sagittal, and axial views at the depth of isocenter from top to bottom. TPS, treatment planning system; MC, Monte Carlo; RS, range
shifter.

F IGURE 2 Neutron dose equivalent distribution inside the phantom for the NRS (a) and RS (b) plans. Contour lines for some dose values
were included for guidance. Coronal and sagittal view at the depth of isocenter, from top to bottom. Notice that plots are in logarithmic scale. RS,
range shifter.

part of the thorax, while neutrons from RS became
predominant in the rest of the body. This variation in
the relevance of the RS was also evident in Figure 4
when comparing the rate of reduction of the values.
Up to approximately 10 cm, the behavior was similar,
but beyond, the values decreased faster for the NRS
plan.

In terms of the neutron equivalent dose in organ,
surrounding organs to target inside the head received
doses around 2 mSv/Gy with the RS and 1.5 mSv/Gy

without it (see Table 1).This order of magnitude reduced
to tens of μSv/Gy when moving to the thorax and
beyond. For example, in lungs without the RS, neutron
equivalent dose was,on average,9.5 μSv/Gy.As demon-
strated earlier, the increase in dose due to the RS was
more significant in this area than in the head, reaching
a mean value of 36 μSv/Gy. In the liver, equivalent dose
increased from 2.5 to 14 μSv/Gy due to the use of the
RS. Table 1 also highlights that the dose attributable to
the RS ranges from 5 to 83 μSv/Gy.
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6 NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER

TABLE 1 Equivalent dose in organ per absorbed dose (in μSv/Gy) due to neutrons in NRS and RS plans.

RS plan

Organ NRS plan Total
Neutrons
from patient

Neutrons
from RS RS/NRS

Brain 1.4 × 103 1.9 × 103 1.9 × 103 69 1.4

Brain stem 1.6 × 103 2.2 × 103 2.1 × 103 69 1.4

Chiasm 1.5 × 103 2.1 × 103 2.0 × 103 71 1.4

Right eye 6.5 × 102 1.0 × 103 9.4 × 102 83 1.6

Left eye 4.0 × 102 6.1 × 102 5.5 × 102 53 1.5

Spinal channel 38 82 54 26 2.1

Right lung 9.9 40 13 27 4.1

Left lung 8.9 32 12 19 3.5

Heart 3.7 25 4.6 20 6.8

Spleen 2.3 12 3.4 8.7 5.0

Liver 2.5 14 3.5 10 5.4

Right kidney 1.5 7.4 1.8 5.2 5.0

Left kidney 1.2 7.2 1.5 5.7 6.1

Abbreviation: RS, range shifter.

F IGURE 3 Ratio between neutron dose equivalent (Hn) in the
RS and NRS plan for the head and neck area (a) and the rest of the
body (b). Notice the change of scale between plots. RS, range shifter.

3.4 Analytical model testing

The results of the simulations were also fitted with
the empirical double-Gaussian function, as depicted in
Figure 5 for both plans. The coefficient of determination

F IGURE 4 Neutron dose equivalent per absorbed dose (Hn/D)
versus distance to field edge for the no range shifter (NRS) (a) and
RS (b) plans. For each distance, maximum, minimum, and mean
values are plotted. RS, range shifter.
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NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER 7

F IGURE 5 Mean neutron dose equivalent per absorbed dose
(Hn/D) versus distance to field edge for the NRS (a) and RS (b)
plans. Analytical models based on mathematical model from
Gallagher and Taddei22 using double- and triple-Gaussian functions
are also represented. RS, range shifter.

(r2) obtained was 0.998 and 0.997 for the NRS and RS
plan, respectively, indicating that the analytical mathe-
matical function would work reasonably well. However,
as seen in the figure, the model diverged from the data
starting from approximately 15 cm onwards, indicat-
ing that the mathematical function is not fully able to
reproduce the entire behavior accurately. This was how-
ever not reflected in the coefficients of determination
because of the small values of the doses,as highlighted
by the use of a logarithmic scale in the plot. Differences
between the simulated and estimated values were, in
general, below approximately 20 μSv/Gy (as shown in
Figure S3) or a total of 1 mSv for the total prescrip-
tion of the plan. In addition, the main drawback is that
the model tends to underestimate the dose. In order to
improve the predictions of the analytical model,we have
also tried to introduce a third Gaussian component into
the expression in Equation (1). This has resulted in a
general improvement of the fit (with r2 equal to 0.9996
and 0.99991,respectively) as illustrated in Figures 5 and
S3. Nevertheless, at a few centimeters from the field

TABLE 2 Ratio between MC and estimated equivalent doses in
organ using the double- and triple-Gaussian model.

NRS plan RS plan
Organ Double Triple Double Triple

Brain 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3

Brain stem 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2

Chiasm 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2

Right eye 0.93 0.95 1.0 1.0

Left eye 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Spinal channel 0.78 0.74 0.89 0.82

Right lung 6.7 1.1 2.5 1.1

Left lung 8.1 1.1 2.2 0.93

Heart a 1.1 5.7 1.2

Spleen a 5.4 a 1.3

Liver a 4.2 a 1.3

Right kidney a a a 1.3

Left kidney a 9.4 a 1.2

Abbreviations: MC. Monte Carlo; RS, range shifter.
aValues higher than 10.

edge, the underestimation could reach up to 40 μSv/Gy
in the case of the NRS plan.For the RS plan,differences
between the model and the simulated doses were below
20 μSv/Gy.

To assess the practical usefulness of the model,
we evaluated the equivalent doses in organs using
both the double- and triple-Gaussian models. The ratio
between the simulated values and the estimated ones
are presented in Table 2. For most of the organs
the triple-Gaussian model resulted in a factor lower
than 2 between simulated and estimated values, which
is a clear improved performance in comparison to
the double-Gaussian model. However, both models still
tended to underestimate the dose to organs far from the
target.

4 DISCUSSION

Previous studies on the increased neutron exposure
from the use of a RS have demonstrated a two- or three-
fold increase in doses compared to similar irradiations
without the RS.7,8 However, it is important to note that
these studies were based on measurements of H*(10)
in the treatment room, and this scenario may not be
representative for what happens inside the patient.

To our knowledge, ours is the first study investigating
systematically the RS contribution to neutron exposure
of patients undergoing proton therapy with PBS. The
study was based on the MC modeling of clinical pro-
ton beams and the subsequent stray neutron fields, and
the voxel-based neutron dose equivalent distribution has
been assessed respectively for the same case with and
without a RS.
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8 NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER

In general, our results are in agreement with an 2-fold
increase in neutron dose in areas close to the target
(head and neck), at distances up to 12 cm from field
edge. However, we observed that in these areas, the
contribution to dose from the neutrons originating on
the RS represents only a fraction of the stray dose. In
a recent study by Wochnik et al.,9 measurements con-
ducted inside a phantom showed that RS could increase
the neutron dose by a factor between 1.5 and 2.2. In
this case, measurements were performed in a 5-year-
old phantom at distances ranging from 13 to 30 cm from
the isocenter. Compared to our simulations, positions
located at 30 cm from isocenter are in the upper part
of thorax, approximately at the height of the shoulder,
where our results indicate a neutron dose increase by
an average factor of approximately 3.8. However, when
considering the differences in the irradiation conditions
between the studies, including the phantom used (man-
ufacturer and age), target size (113 cm3), proton energy
range (from 80 to 140 MeV), RS thickness (4.2 cm
water equivalent thickness), and air gap (46 cm from
the isocenter), we can conclude that our results are
compatible.

In addition, our study analyses farther regions from
the target, showing that the effect of RS could be even
higher (Figure 4).However, it is worth paying attention to
the absolute values of the dose equivalent or equivalent
doses in organs. In the area around the target, the use
of RS resulted in a maximum dose of approximately 4
mSv/Gy. Taking into account the physical dose prescrip-
tion for the brain plan (54.6 Gy), this would represent
a maximum equivalent dose increase of 218 mSv. In
terms of equivalent dose in organ, the most affected
tissue, the brain stem, would receive a dose of 120 mSv.
However, a crucial point to consider is that in this area,
organs are also exposed to the proton field.For instance,
the brain stem received a mean dose of 2.0 and 3.6 Gy
(RBE) in the NRS and RS plans,respectively,making the
contribution of neutrons practically negligible. Similarly,
the right eye was exposed to protons, receiving a mean
dose of 505 mGy (RBE) in the RS plan in comparison
to only 56 mSv due to neutrons. It is important to remark
that the neutron dose for these closer organs to the
target is mainly attributed to the secondary neutrons
produced by the proton beam, which is an unavoidable
source of neutrons regardless of whether the beam
uses an RS or not. Therefore, the RS could be regarded
as having a modulating effect, mainly altering the dis-
tribution of protons and to a second extent increasing
the neutron doses to the patient. An explanation to this
behavior resides in the interaction processes leading
to the generation of neutrons. The proton beam scored
after the RS presented a component of higher energies
in comparison to the NRS plan. Since the neutron
production increases with proton energy,10 these more
energetic protons in the RS plan explain why doses due
to the neutrons originated in the phantom are generally

higher than in the NRS plan (as illustrated by the values
of equivalent doses in organ in Table 1). Nevertheless,
the more energetic protons are producing more high
energy neutrons which are forward directed and not
likely to contribute to doses to distant organs and tis-
sues. On the other hand, in regions where the main
neutron dose contribution comes from the RS neutrons,
such as the lungs, the total equivalent dose is consid-
erably lower, approximately 2.2 mSv for the whole plan.
In simple terms, where the direct effect of RS is more
relevant, doses are relatively low, of the order of mSv,
and therefore the contribution to the total integral dose
is low.

In our study, we have also tested the performance of
the analytical model from Gallagher and Taddei22 to pre-
dict out-of -field neutron doses. While we assumed that
the mathematical model would be generally applicable,
our results revealed some differences. Thus, the Gal-
lagher and Taddei model found an overestimation of the
Hn/D values for distances higher than 10 cm, while our
fitted functions tended to underestimate the dose, even
after adding the third Gaussian to the model. The over-
estimation of the Gallagher and Taddei model explains
the better performance on the RS plan,given that doses
are higher. The origin of the underestimation in our
work can be attributed to the shape of our data and the
shoulder observed around 10 cm. The Gaussian model,
especially the double-Gaussian function, presents a
shape more similar to the smooth curve of the minimum
Hn/D from Figure 4. Given the low level of the absolute
doses involved, it becomes challenging to accurately
reproduce the observed data with an analytical model.
Our estimations with the triple-Gaussian model were in
general within a factor of difference below 2, whereas
the Gallagher and Taddei model resulted in a factor
between 2 and 3, which is acceptable given the uncer-
tainties in simulations and differences in irradiation
conditions. In terms of absolute values, the triple-
Gaussian model provides a closer approximation to the
actual data. Differences on the order of 1 mSv over the
course of the treatment could be acceptable, consid-
ering the benefits of rapid calculations using a simple
model.

When analyzing Figure 4, the variations in Hn/D
for positions at the same distance from target were
attributed to the different relative position regarding
the direction of the proton beam. This phenomenon is
a result of the directional production of high-energy
neutrons, which significantly contribute to the dose.
The use of only one beam to cover the target accentu-
ates this dependence on the angular position. In other
words, employing several beam angles could potentially
minimize the variations within the same distance. In Gal-
lagher and Taddei,22 the training data was relevant for
plans with three fields:a left and a right posterior oblique
field, and a posterior anterior field. Since they presented
only averaged Hn/D values, it was not possible to infer
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NEUTRON EXPOSURE INCREASE DUE TO RANGE SHIFTER 9

whether their data exhibit similar variations as observed
in our results. Our hypothesis is that the use of more
beams would result in smoother curves of Hn/D versus
distance, reducing the shoulder in the plot, and allowing
a better performance of the Gaussian functions, at least
reducing the underestimation observed in our current
results. Further studies of clinical cases are therefore
needed to advance the development of general analyt-
ical models, ensuring their applicability and accuracy in
clinical settings.

Nevertheless, our results also showed that neutron
production in active scanning proton beams in several
orders of magnitude lower than in passively scattered
beams and that the RS contribution to the integral dose
is very low.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The increase in neutron dose equivalent and equivalent
dose in organ due to the use of the RS has been
assessed through MC simulation for a brain treatment.
On one hand, there is a direct effect caused by the neu-
trons originating from the RS, which deposit dose in the
patient. This effect predominantly affects areas away
from the target, resulting in a neutron dose equivalent
of the order of mSv (or a few tens of μSv/Gy). On the
other hand, there is an indirect effect due to the increase
in the energy of the proton beam reaching the patient,
which consequently leads to an increase in the neutron
production within it. This indirect effect mainly affects
the region around the target, resulting in a neutron dose
equivalent of up to a few hundreds of mSv (or a few
mSv/Gy).However, it is important to note that this region
can also be exposed to the proton field, making the
neutron component almost negligible in comparison.

The use of a simple analytical model for the estima-
tion of the neutron contamination within the patient was
not entirely satisfactory due to a systematic underesti-
mation of the dose.
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